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Chrome Plated
Electric Griddles

Scale Up
Your Griddle Lineup

Chrome plating 
provides superior 
heat retention and 
ensures a cooler 
kitchen

Durable 1” thick 
chrome-plated 
griddle plate

20 7/8” griddle depth with 4” 
splash guards provides space to 
cook and make cleanup easier

Thermostatic controls 
for precision cooking 
from 150°F - 450°F

Durable stainless steel 
construction

4 adjustable non-skid 
stainless steel feet

Full width trough and 4.5 qt. 
grease drawer for easy cleaning
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Chrome Plated
Electric Griddles

Countertop Cooking Meets
Chrome-Plated Convenience
Enjoy unmatched convenience and energy savings with Cooking Performance Group Ultra Series chrome-
plated countertop electric griddles! Available models come with a 208/240V electrical connection and include 
two to four burners so you can find the right fit for your establishment. The precise, adjustable temperature 
controls make cooking lunch and breakfast foods a breeze. Unlike steel griddles, chrome-plated griddles do 
not absorb food particles, greatly reducing flavor transfer. The chrome surface also prevents sticking so that 
you can cook everything on your menu from delicate eggs to juicy burgers with no mess and no carry over 
flavors! This reliable, attractive line of griddles looks great in front-of-house applications and allows for faster 
cooking at lower temperatures. With a full-width grease trough and 4.5 qt. grease drawer, these griddles are 
the complete package of excellent performance and worry-free maintenance. Each CPG Ultra Series chrome-
plated countertop electric griddle ships with a free chrome griddle cleaning kit for added convenience during 
cleanup!
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24” Chrome-Plated Electric Thermostatic Griddle
2 independently controlled burners
208/240V, 6,000W / 8,000W
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36” Chrome-Plated Electric Thermostatic Griddle
3 independently controlled burners 
208/240V, 9,000W / 12,000W
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48” Chrome-Plated Electric Thermostatic Griddle
4 independently controlled burners 
208/240V, 12,000W / 16,000W

48″ Proper Care for Chrome Griddles 
 
To ensure maximum 
performance, you will need to 
use non-metallic, high-heat 
utensils. Never chop, hack, or 
hit the griddle surface as this 
will cause irreparable damage. 
Cleaning kit includes caddy, 
Noble Griddle Klean and 
Chrome Griddle Polish Powder, 
recommended scraper, brush, 
and turner. #351CHRMEGEAR


